Introducing Catalyst Insight, the Most Powerful E-Discovery Platform in the World

Insight is a revolutionary new e-discovery platform from Catalyst, a pioneer in secure, cloud-based discovery. Engineered from the ground up for the demanding requirements of even the biggest legal matters, Insight is the first to harness the power of an XML engine—combining metadata, tags and text in a unified, searchable data store.

Insight offers unprecedented speed, visual analytics and “no limits” scalability, all delivered securely from the cloud in an elegant and simple-to-use interface—without the costs, complications or compromises of an e-discovery appliance. Simple to learn, easy to use, Insight gives you the power to see and manage your data as never before.

“Insight’s speed and scalability is stunning, and this latest Catalyst offering is built on an XML platform that presents one eye-popping feature after another.”

Bill Hamilton, Partner, Quarles
**Lightning Fast E-Discovery Cloud Platform**

**QUICK ACCESS** With no installation required, you can be up and running quickly. No expensive software or hardware to buy and install, no employees required to manage or support the process. Go from raw files to review in hours rather than days.

**AUTOMATED PROCESSING** Load and process files directly into Insight. Start with native files of almost any type—from email to office files and images, and post them directly to your site. Or instead, send already-processed files for immediate loading.

**VISUAL SEARCH** Grid-based search engine provides split-second results, even for complex searches. (We have tested searches of over a million characters.) See timelines, email networks and graphical reporting for ECA and big-data

**PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS** Review less, review smarter with predictive analytics. Start by reducing your review set using Catalyst's search tools. Then use predictive coding techniques to focus on potentially relevant documents and reduce your review costs.

**SCALABLE REVIEW** Organize review teams with Catalyst's unique assigned review module. Develop rules, build custom workflow and assign documents across reviewers. Enhanced translation and language services support multi-language reviews.

**USER-DRIVEN PRODUCTION** Take control of the production process from start to finish. Create production folders, choose production settings and produce documents on your schedule. We support image, native and mixed productions.

**Automated E-Discovery from Processing to Production**

---

We post data directly to the site—this cuts delays and security concerns out of the data transfer process.

Kathy D. Hogy, Director of Legal Discovery, First Data Corp.
Technology-Assisted Review for the Real World with Insight Predict

Cut review costs and improve results with Insight Predict, Catalyst’s fast and flexible engine for technology-assisted review (TAR). Built on a scalable, NoSQL platform, this continuous learning system is the first to fit with real-world discovery workflows. Get your review teams going without waiting on experts. Insight is built to handle rolling uploads and rank all your documents every time for more accurate results.

Save 50% or More on Review Costs

E-discovery is about finding relevant documents. Manual linear review—long considered the gold standard—is expensive and far less reliable than once thought. Insight Predict provides a powerful alternative, saving you an average of 50% or more when you:

- Use Predict for early case assessment and to get a quick handle on your case documents.
- Use Predict to prioritize your review and reduce review time.
- Use Predict to review and find hot documents in incoming productions.

Insight Predict is a next-generation, TAR 2.0 application specifically architected to handle big data. This gives it capabilities that appliance-based TAR systems cannot match, delivering more targeted results in less time.

“Catalyst has built the most powerful interface we’ve ever seen for searching complex content.”

Miles Kehoe, President, New Idea Engineering, Inc.
Proven Experience with Global E-Discovery

**Catalyst’s Multi-Matter Cloud Repository**
A client saved more than $1 million by quickly linking 3 million previously reviewed documents to a new case.

**Key Benefits**
- Reduce cost and risk by storing documents from key custodians in one secure central repository.
- Reuse work product and ensure that privilege tags and coding are consistent.
- Easy tracking and reporting to view all instances of when a document is produced in different cases.

**Automated Production Dashboard**
A Fortune 10 tech giant uses it to manage 25 outside law firms, 75 active matters, 60 million searches and 2,000 productions.

**Key Benefits**
- End-to-end automation offers superior visibility into matters, full control and a faster response time.
- Dashboard allows direct control of the process through an easy-to-use interface.
- Makes it easier to meet tight deadlines, avoid mistakes and manage costs.

**Catalyst Power Search**
Embroided in IP litigation, a client uses this utility to automatically run over 9,000 privilege and keyword searches during the loading process.

**Key Benefits**
- Run thousands of searches with a click of a button to screen documents for privilege and confidentiality.
- Folder, tag or segregate search hits to reduce document populations or prioritize review.
- Get hit counts, folder results and defensible search reports to meet discovery obligations.

**Catalyst Fast Track**
Facing an international contract dispute, a Fortune 100 client was able to process and load raw data for search and review within minutes.

**Key Benefits**
- Send and load files directly, with fewer problems and no lost data.
- Upload raw data of any type or language rapidly and prepare it for review.
- Completely automated process makes files available within minutes for faster search, review and production.